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Abstract

Muscle strength maintains is always an important index of health. Resistant exercise is often recommended for males, females,
elders, or teenagers. Hydraulic resistant exercise machines are also used by elders and females recently except the traditional
resistant exercise machines. In this study, load cells and self-design timer system were used to observe the changes of the
applied forces when the user exercises with the different cyclic period. The results showed that the average applied forces were
increased with the cyclic periods were shortened. It means that the effects of different exercises were existed with the different
cyclic period. The results suggested that adjustment of resistant level and change of cyclic period are worth to pay attention. In
conclusion, selection of approach exercise machine and method can accomplish efficient exercise goal and training effect.
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Abstract

The goal of the present study is to compare the lower extremity kinematics and ground reaction force of 11 male recreational
athletes performing vertical and backward step-close-jump tasks. A Mega-Speed high speed camera was used to capture
subjects’ movement in the sagittal plane. An AMTI force plate was used to record the ground reaction force data. The force
plate and high speed camera were time-synchronized using a Mega-Speed event synchronization unit. The data were analyzed
using the repeated measures t-test. The significance level was set at α=0.05. During the landing, the backward step-close-jump
had a significantly larger knee flexion angle, and a significantly smaller vertical ground reaction force peak value. Based on
these results, we infer that there greater landing load is to occur during vertical step-close-jump task.
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